CREATING
GREAT
PLACES
SHOP. MEET. ENJOY.
2020 AND ONWARDS
ESG PROGRESS REPORT

ABOUT
THIS REPORT
Atrium published a stand-alone sustainability report for
the years 2016 and 2017. From 2018, we have integrated
the sustainability report and ESG performance data into
our annual report to reflect the fact that sustainability is
an essential and integral part of our way of operating and
conducting business.
This ESG report presents an opportunity to demonstrate
both our achievements in 2020 and our updated roadmap
for the coming years. The report covers all assets
owned and managed by Atrium and covers our progress
in integrating ESG into all elements of our business
operations. This ESG report meets industry standards and
is in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
Standards (Core option) and the EPRA sustainability best
practices recommendations guidelines.
If you have any questions concerning this report, please
contact our IR department at IR@aere.com.

Arkady Pankrac | Prague, Czech Republic
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Key facts

We are one of the largest retail asset owners in the region, with 26 retail centres across
Central Europe. Stepping into our centres gives retailers an opportunity to access a vibrant,
dynamic, and ambitious customer base with growing spending power, as well as strong
market share, which guarantees brand development and sales. Our portfolio consists of
prime urban locations in the region’s largest cities, including five retail centres located in
Warsaw and two in Prague, accompanied by retail schemes in the largest regional cities.

Business strategy
Our centres are in dynamic, vibrant catchment areas
generating over 200 million visitors a year. Our customers
are young families with children, professionals and modern
individuals who use our centres to work, live, eat and have
fun. The majority of our visitors, those between 16 and 49
years old, visit our centres as their first-choice place to spend
time and shop.
Sixty per cent of the Atrium portfolio is located in the region’s
largest capital cities, Warsaw and Prague. Our seven retail
projects in these two cities guarantee access to a fastgrowing customer base, which has been on a continuous
growth path for more than 30 years. Warsaw and Prague
today are centres of business, entertainment, living and
fun for nearly five million people and two of several cities in
Europe that attract an influx of new residents resulting in
continuous population growth.

4
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Residential for Rent
While Atrium owns an attractive and strong retail portfolio,
we are diversifying our business into residential for rent.
Believing that our centres can be very well complemented
by attractive residential communities, we are working on
creating a portfolio of residential units, which will offer
modern, attractive living space complemented by amenity
space to dine, play, have fun and recharge within one
location. By 2025 we aim to have diversified our portfolio in
40% residential real estate and 60% retail real estate. Going
forward, our ESG strategy and reporting will include our
residential activities.
Company overview
We take pride in our people. Atrium’s team comprises over 375
top-class professionals across the region in asset management,
development, leasing, marketing, operations, legal and finance.
We are a mix of cultures and generations who use this diversity
to make sure we respond to our customers’ needs by creating
great places for everyone living in our communities. Talk to our
local teams about how you can join us and help us build the
next-level retail and living space.

26

200+ M

2,200+

375+

RETAIL CENTRES

VISITORS

TENANTS

EMPLOYEES

Located in Poland,

Our customers are at the

Including world brands

Dedicated highly-skilled

the Czech Republic,

heart of all our activities

such as Adidas, Nike,

professionals

Slovakia and Russia

H&M and others.
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Wars Sawa Junior | Warsaw, Poland

MESSAGE
FROM THE CEO
2020 and the beginning of 2021 were shaped by the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact
on the global economy and our day-to-day life, with national governments responding
worldwide with rules and restrictions to limit the spread of the virus and to alleviate the
increasing pressure on health systems.
The pandemic has had a major impact on our organization,
our retailers and the communities we serve. To reduce
transmission and protect employees’ and customers’ health
and safety, we put in place COVID-19 safety measures
throughout our centres to ensure safe shopping whenever
the centres were able to open. We provided over 88.000
face masks, 28,000 face shields, 7,000 hand sanitizers
and 5.400 gloves to our stakeholders in 2020. Since our
centres are in urban areas and close to the communities,
we supported local vaccination programs with over 40,000
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vaccinations administered across our portfolio. We also
supported the communities we are active in, providing
medical workers working in local hospitals and nursing
homes with PPEs, testing programmes and meals.
We placed an emphasis on collaborating with our tenants
to help them through the crisis. Through this active
engagement we were able to support our retailers and
secure lease prolongations while maximising rent collection.

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

OUR CUSTOMERS

OUR PLACES

OUR PEOPLE

GRI INDEX

ESG strategy
During 2020 and 2021, we accelerated our commitment to
our Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) program.
We performed a new materiality assessment, updated our
ESG governance and developed a clear roadmap outlining our
future ambitions. This includes reducing our carbon footprint,
increasing green building certifications and rolling out tenant,
community and employee engagement programs.

Our Community Engagement Program was also formalised in
2020, with a strong focus on encouraging entrepreneurship,
optimizing the customer journey and ensuring our properties
are well integrated with the community. This is well in line with
our plans to invest in residential properties near our centres. By
investing in these properties, we will develop self-sufficient and
sustainable ’15-minute’ neighbourhoods, creating great places
to live, work and shop.

A strong focus of our ESG program lies on implementing
instruments to measure our performance accurately and to
monitor our progress. For this reason, we introduced tools to
monitor both employee and tenant engagement levels and a tool
to monitor energy and water consumption and waste streams.

Our People
In June 2020, Atrium undertook its first employee engagement
survey. With a high response rate of 94% and an overall
positive engagement score of 63%, we gained more insight
into our employees’ experience. We have identified areas for
improvement in each of the engagement dimensions and are
taking measures to enhance our engagement.

Our Places
In 2020 we performed an assessment of our entire portfolio to
identify investment opportunities as part of our commitment to
become a net zero carbon company by 2050. This ambitious
target shows our clear pledge to fight climate change.
To support financing the transition of our assets towards more
environmental-friendly assets, in February 2020 Atrium launched
its Green Financing Framework. In the first half of 2021, €650
million was raised under our Green Financing Framework to
refinance existing debt and finance assets that are BREEAM
certified. Currently over 70% of our portfolio value is BREEAM
certified. We aim to have all our assets BREEAM In-Use
‘Excellent‘ certified by 2030.
Our Customers
We formalised our Tenant Engagement Program which will
be rolled out to all assets in the coming years. As part of this
program, we continued to roll out the Atrium Connect occupier
app in 2020. The app is now in place at 14 of our assets and
used by 98% of the tenants daily. Atrium Connect enabled
us to stay connected through these unprecedented times,
being in direct communication with our tenants through this
invaluable platform. We recently rolled out various tenant
engagement surveys to better understand the needs of
our retailers and identify where we can further improve the
services we provide, together with our suppliers.

2020 showed how resilient our workforce is. With their hard
work and dedication, our employees were able to keep our
centres safe, identify costs savings and provide assistance
to tenants in need and create solutions to support the
communities in which we operate.
I would like to thank all of the Atrium team across the
organisation for stepping up in these challenging times and
for their continued commitment to our vision of Creating
Great Places.

LIAD BARZILAI
CEO Atrium

CREATING GREAT PLACES ATRIUM ESG PROGRESS REPORT
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Atrium Palác Pardubice | Pardubice, Czechia

ESG HIGHLIGHTS 2020
Investing in making our properties resilient
CO2

€650M

NET CARBON ZERO
COMMITMENT
by 2050

GREEN FINANCING
ISSUANCES

+70%

-19%

-25%

OF TOTAL
PORTFOLIO VALUE

ENERGY
REDUCTION
2018-2020

WATER
REDUCTION
2018-2020

value BREEAM In-Use
“Very good” or higher certified

Strengthening collaboration
with key stakeholders

94%
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PARTICIPATION RATE

NPS SCORE

for employee engagement

for tenant engagement

Business partner
in our local communities

17,250+

3000+

LOCAL JOBS

SUPPLIERS

survey

GREEN LEASE
DEVELOPED

8

UPDATED
GOVERNANCE POLICIES
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€40M+

€4.3M+

SPEND ON LOCAL
SUPPLIERS

LOCAL
TAXES PAID

ESG STRATEGY
ATRIUM
Managing ESG at Atrium: our journey so far
At Atrium we value our ESG (Environmental, Social and
Governance) performance and have been addressing this for
years. Back in 2014, a materiality assessment was performed
to reach a broad understanding of our stakeholders and their
priorities and to assess our sustainability risks. With input
from all different stakeholder groups (customers, tenants,
investors, management and employees), Atrium established
a sustainability policy and road map to meet stakeholders’
expectations. In 2015, Atrium established a Sustainability
Committee and published its sustainability policy. In 2016,
we started rolling out our sustainability programme, which
included the monitoring of our environmental, social and
governance performance.

We have had great success in these last 5 years managing
our ESG performance. We achieved major milestones in the
period 2018-2020 including a 19% energy reduction, a 25%
water reduction and a 19% waste reduction - all on a like for
like basis.
Materiality assessment
In 2020, a new materiality assessment has been undertaken to
re-assess our key stakeholders’ priorities and concerns and to
re-define our ESG risks and opportunities. Through research,
interviews with stakeholders and surveys, Atrium prepared a
materiality matrix that outlines the importance of different ESG
topics to our stakeholders for the years to come.
The materiality matrix depicts the most material topics
identified in 2020 that are important for internal and
external stakeholders. Stakeholders were asked to prioritize
organizational aspects, aspects related to stakeholder
engagement and asset level aspects. Based on the outcomes
of the materiality assessment, we have updated our ESG
strategy, installed our new ESG committee and set higher
ambitions regarding our ESG commitments.

CREATING GREAT PLACES ATRIUM ESG PROGRESS REPORT
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MATERIALITY MATRIX
High

IMPORTANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS

5

4
4

7
9

6

6

4

5

2

3

OUR CUSTOMERS

OUR PLACES

We have set new and even more ambitious targets for 20202030. This includes reducing our carbon footprint in 2030
by 40% from the base year of 2019. Atrium aims to become
a carbon neutral organization by 2050. As of today, over 70%
of our portfolio value has been BREEAM certified ‘very good’
or higher and in the coming years we want to upgrade our
BREEAM certification to ‘excellent’ or higher and we expect
to increase the BREEAM coverage of our portfolio even

Combined input stakeholders
7

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

OUR PEOPLE

GRI INDEX

further. As we have set course to diversify our strategy also
in residential real estate, BREEAM or a similar certification for
residential buildings, will be an integrated part of our strategy.
Community and tenant engagement programmes will be
introduced and rolled out in all our centres by 2025. Policies
and procedures will be implemented like the Green Lease and
the updated Sustainable Procurement Policy, which describes
how we expect our suppliers to meet our ESG requirements.

1

3
8
9

7

3

1

CREATING GREAT PLACES

2

8
6

Our roadmap to deliver sustainable value

5
3
2
1

Medium

High

IMPORTANCE TO INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS

OUR
CUSTOMERS
ORGANIZATIONAL
ASPECTS

STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT

ASSET
LEVEL

1. Solid financial returns

1. Provide attractive tenant-mix

1. Achieve BREEAM certificates standing

2. Engagement and satisfaction employees

2. Enhance customer experience (retail)

3. Employee well-being / healthy and safety

3. Engagement and satistaction users

4. Ethics and anti-corruption

(visitors, tenants)

(BREEAM)

4. Health and safety of users

3. Water conservation

5. Green financing (investors)

4. Waste management

6. Data security and privacy protection

6. Create social impact in local communities

5. Climate change

7. Training and development employees

7. Collaborate with tenants to reduce

6. Energy effeciency

5. Board of Directors composition and
corporate governance

8. Diversity and inclusion of employees

environmental impact

ATRIUM ESG PROGRESS REPORT CREATING GREAT PLACES

OUR PLACES

2025

AMBITION

Community engagement program in place in
50% of all assets
Tenant engagement program in place in
50% of all assets
50% of all new leases include green clauses
50% of all suppliers comply with sustainable
procurement policy

Community engagement program in place
in all assets
Tenant engagement program in place
in all assets
100% of all leases include green clauses
100% of all suppliers comply with sustainable
procurement policy

Be a partner in the
communities we
serve

2025

2030

2050

Reduce carbon emission by 20% (from 2019)
BREEAM (excellent) certified 50% of total portfolio
EMS implemented in 100% of all assets
Increase energy efficiency by 20%
in 2025 (from 2019)
Reduce water consumption by 10% (from 2019)
Reach a waste recycling rate of at least 25%

Reduce carbon emisson by 40% (from 2019)
Achieve BREEAM Excellent certification
for all retail assets
Increase energy efficiency by 35% (from 2019)
Reduce water consumption by 20%
(from 2019)
Reach a waste recycling rate of at least 50%

Atrium is a carbon neutral organization
Increase energy efficiency by 50%
(from 2019)
Reduce water consumption by 40%
(from 2019)
Reach a waste recycling rate of at least 75%

2022

2025

Fully updated compliance framework
rolled out in Atrium by 2021
Integrate ESG KPI’s in Quarterly Asset Reviews
and performance management process by 2021
Employee engagement program in place
for all employees (survey score above regional
industry average)
Implement training and development programs
Health & Safety program in place
in all assets and offices

Employee engagement program in place
in place for all employees (survey score >10%
above regional industry average)

AMBITION
Atrium is a
carbon neutral
organization by
2050

7. Renewable energy

8. Neighbourhood revitalization

8. Promote sustainable transportation

9. Work with responsible suppliers

9. Protect living natural resources

ESG strategy: Creating Great Places
Atrium has formalized its ESG strategy by choosing to focus
on three main pillars: Our Customers, Our Places and Our
People. In each area we strive to improve our performance
and to make a difference. We promote the health, safety and
well-being of our customers. We continuously look to improve
our environmental impact by reducing greenhouse gas

10

investments
2. Design and construct sustainable properties

2022

emissions, energy consumption, water consumption and waste.
Furthermore, we aim to offer our employees a great place to
work, with a diverse workforce, equal pay and equal rights.
Through active management and investment, data collection
and sharing of best practices, we aim to control and minimize
the environmental impact of our operations.

OUR PEOPLE

AMBITION
Create attractive
places to work

CREATING GREAT PLACES ATRIUM ESG PROGRESS REPORT
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INVESTORS

GOVERNMENTAL
AUTHORITIES & NGO’S

Annual Reports
Annual General Meetings
Investor Presentations
EMTN Programme

TENANTS
Tenant Engagement Program
Occupier App “Atrium Connect”
Annual Tenant Days
Green lease clauses
Fit out guidelines
Tenant Academy

Member of the Polish Green Building
Council (PLGBC)
Frequent interaction with local and
national governmental authorities
Partner with local non-profit
organizations
Local property tax

Stakeholder
engagement

Community Engagement Program
Customer surveys
Social Media
Mystery shoppers
Enterpreneurship Program

SUPPLIERS
Sustainable Procurement Policy
On-site meetings and reporting to local teams
Collaborate with local suppliers

Stakeholder engagement
Engaging with and listening to our key stakeholders is essential
for achieving excellent sustainable business results. Building
strong relationships supports us in managing our assets
on a daily basis and understanding each other’s needs and
concerns drives outperformance. Our stakeholder engagement
process incorporates stakeholder identification on both asset
and corporate levels, ensuring accurate and independent
monitoring of engagement levels and internal reporting on key
issues addressed by these stakeholders.

12
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OUR CUSTOMERS

OUR PLACES

ESG governance
Atrium’s Board of Directors reviews and endorses our ESG
strategy, our ESG reporting and planned initiatives on an
annual basis. Day-to-day governance and implementation
lie with our ESG Committee. This committee is responsible
for defining the ESG strategy, setting long-term targets
and monitoring company-wide environmental and social
performance. The ESG Committee has met in 2020 10 times
and is led by the managing director of our retail business.
Members of the Committee include the group’s Chief
Financial Officer, Director of HR, Senior Asset Manager and
an external advisor. The ESG Committee reports to the Group
Executive Management team monthly. The Group’s Chief
Executive Officer (CEO), as member of the Group Executive
Management team, holds final responsibility on all ESG
matters including stakeholder relations, climate change risks
and opportunities, health and safety, diversity and inclusion,
human rights and all other relevant ESG topics.

OUR PEOPLE

GRI INDEX

We are integrating ESG performance within the annual
performance reviews of all relevant employee categories,
including technical and shopping centre management teams.
Relevant ESG criteria are incorporated within the variable
compensation scheme of employees, to drive our ESG
performance and increase accountability.
Atrium has also set up an Innovation Committee in
2017. This Committee supports Atrium in becoming a
successful early adopter of proven technological and
business solutions aimed at improving business efficiency
and both shopper and tenant experience. Atrium has
launched an Innovation Campaign where ideas were shared
between employees in the newly implemented Innovation
platform regarding automation & cost efficiency, customer
experience and creating an eco-friendly community. The
best three ideas will receive rewards and recognition,
motivating employees to participate.

COMMUNITIES
& CUSTOMERS

EMPLOYEES
Governance policies
Employee engagement survey
HR policies and procedures
(Diversity and inclusion, health and
well-being, human rights)
Training and development programs
Atrium Volunteering Days
Internal newsletter

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

In the last 12 months we have set up Tenant and Community
Engagement programs to structure our collaboration and roll
out initiatives. We have updated our Sustainable Procurement
Policy and developed and implemented Green Lease
clauses in our tenant lease agreements. These initiatives and
collaboration with our stakeholders at different levels of our
organization are needed to meet the ambitious ESG targets of
Atrium in the future.

Membership and industry participation
Atrium became a member of the Polish Green Building Council (PLGBC)
in May 2021. PLGBC aims to positively influence the Polish construction
industry by promoting and implementing the rule of triple responsibility:
environmental, social and economic. Together we believe that buildings
should improve the quality of life of their users, restore natural ecosystems,
and contribute to economic growth and stability. PLGBC together with its
members intends to transform the design, construction and operations of
buildings for the overall benefit of all residents as well as all participants of
the construction process.
Atrium is committed to providing full transparency surrounding our ESG
performance. We are also proud to have again been acknowledged by the
real estate industry for improving transparency towards external stakeholders
regarding our ESG performance. In 2020, we received a gold EPRA
Sustainability award for our sustainability reporting and achieved a “Green
Star” status from the Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB)
for our sustainability performance relative to other peers in the sector. Both
awards show that Atrium is on the right track in its quest to continually
improve its sustainability performance.

CREATING GREAT PLACES ATRIUM ESG PROGRESS REPORT
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Alignment UNSDG
Atrium aims to align its ESG strategy with the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDG). These Goals are a
blueprint for achieving a better and more sustainable world,
covering a wide range of ESG topics including climate change,
minimizing the use of natural resources, equal opportunities,
and providing quality education. We have identified relevant
UNSDG’s where Atrium can contribute to and we are
integrating these in our ESG strategy and commitments to

ESG STRATEGY

GREEN FINANCING

meet the priorities of the UNSDG and contribute towards a
better world.
We will continue to report on these initiatives in the coming
years and will create awareness amongst our employees,
suppliers and other local stakeholders so they too are able
to contribute towards creating a more sustainable world.
Throughout this report we will provide more details on our
approach and initiatives taken in 2020.

ATRIUM’S CONTRIBUTIONS

to the United Nations Sustainable Development goals

14

7 AFFORDABLE
AND CLEAN ENERGY

11 SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES

12 RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

Atrium is dedicated to reducing its energy consumption
and use more clean energy in our centres. We have
identified opportunities in energy efficiency initiatives
and are dedicated to investing in our assets to make
them more eco-efficient. We have set targets to procure
electricity from renewable energy sources in the coming
years and will engage with tenants to create awareness
and achieve efficiencies in the leased spaces.

Due to increased urbanization it continues to be
challenging to create sustainable communities that are
attractive for people to live in. Atrium provides attractive
spaces where communities can meet, live and work. We
continuously invest to upgrade our public areas and we
are dedicated to investing in quality sustainable housing
in the coming years.

The increased use of natural resources is unsustainable
and at Atrium we aim to reduce our environmental
footprint and work together with key stakeholders to
achieve this. We are assessing our waste management
facilities and are collaborating with local partners to
increase our recycling rates and reduce the waste send
directly to landfill. To promote recycling, we stimulate our
customers and tenants to play their part in this initiative.

8 DECENT WORK
AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

13 CLIMATE
CHANGE

Our business activities contribute positively towards the local economies and
communities in Central Europe. We create attractive places for retailers to work in
our centres. Over +17.000 estimated local retail jobs are provided by our tenants
and service providers. Atrium creates jobs by working with local suppliers and
expects fair wages for all and our (re)development activities create additional job
opportunities. We aim to be the centre of the community and host job fairs and
stimulate entrepreneurship which both have a positive impact on the labour markets
and support the local economies.

Climate change impacts all of our stakeholders. From our investors who want to better
understand climate change risks of their investments, to our communities that can
directly be impacted by severe weather impacts like extreme heat, drought or rainfall.
We aim to provide better insight in the climate risks through our green building
certification assessment and take measures to adopt our assets and make them
resilient for the future. We contribute to fight climate change by reducing our own
carbon footprint and have committed ourselves to operate Net Zero Carbon by 2050.
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GREEN FINANCING
In February 2020, Atrium launched
its Green Financing Framework.
The objective of this Green Financing
Framework is to assist in financing
Atrium’s initiatives to lower our
carbon footprint and further integrate
sustainability in our corporate strategy.
It integrates the Company’s ESG commitments with specific
financing instruments, such as green bonds, green hybrids
and green private placements. The issuance of these Green
Financing Instruments will also enable Atrium to engage those
investors who are committed to allocating capital in support of
this effort. Green financing proceeds will be used for financing

and refinancing eligible green projects, covered under the
Green Financing Framework, such as green buildings that meet
BREEAM standards (very good or higher).
Our Green Financing Framework is aligned with the Green
Bond Principles 2018 and the Green Loan Principles 2018. The
Green Financing Framework has been verified and approved by
Sustainalytics, an external second opinion provider. An annual
allocation and impact report will be included in our annual ESG
reports and verified by our external auditors.
In the first half of 2021, €650 million was raised under our
Green Financing Framework to refinance existing debt and
finance assets that are BREEAM certified. Currently over 70%
of our portfolio value is BREEAM certified, which equals the
amount of approximately €1.8 billion.

Atrium Promenada | Warsaw, Poland
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OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19
We care about local issues and contribute positively to society by positioning Atrium’s
shopping centres at the heart of their communities. During the start of the Covid-19 pandemic
in 2020, not only was our business severely impacted, but also our local stakeholders who
are our visitors, business partners and employees working on-site. Through a number of
initiatives, we were able to take our responsibility and support those most in need.
Impact on our communities
During the COVID-19 crisis, we supported 14 hospitals within
our communities which needed additional materials, such as
necessary protective equipment like masks, gloves and other
protective gear. We also helped medical personnel by providing
food for them, while they were coping with the pandemic.
In Poland we contributed to support health care workers by
providing meals, coffee and essential detergents.

In the Czech Republic, we supported a program of
preventive COVID-19 testing in nursing homes. In Russia
we supported children in an orphanage house in Gus’Khrustalny city by arranging presents for the children,
donating money and procuring necessary sanitary and
protective equipment for local staff.

A summary of our responses

88,000

16

28,000

7,000

MASKS PROVIDED

FACE SHIELDS
PROVIDED

HAND SANITIZERS
PROVIDED

14

7

40,000+

LOCAL HOSPITALS
SUPPORTED

SHOPPING CENTERS
HAVE VACCINATION
POINTS

PEOPLE
VACCINATED
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5,400
GLOVES PROVIDED

HEALTH & SAFETY
GUIDELINES
ROLLED OUT

In five of our Russian and two of our Polish shopping centres
we opened vaccination points working closely with city
authorities to arrange and prepare the areas to meet strict
sanitary norms and raise vaccination awareness in our
communities. Overall, more than 40,000 people received
vaccinations in one of our centres. In our Promenada shopping
centre in Warsaw, Poland, we organized together with local
governmental and health organizations a vaccination centre for
our tenants, their staff and families and for our employees and
their families.
During 2020, our community engagement spaces in our
centres changed into online community events through our
social media channels. For our customers we organized online
English language skills training, ‘live’ cooking lessons and we
advised parents on how to entertain their children at home
with games. We continuously look for ways to support our local
communities, both online and offline.
Impact on our retailers and our teams
Since March 2020, government-imposed trading restrictions
in Atrium’s geography were introduced at all shopping centres
with only grocery stores/supermarkets, pharmacies/drugstores
and other necessity services allowed to operate. Restrictions

began to be lifted in early May 2020 and commenced once
again in November 2020. At the time of publication of this
report, all our centres are open and fully operational again.
The COVID-19 pandemic showed the strength and resilience
of our centres and our teams, that had to face changing
legislation, pressure on rental income and finding cost
optimizations for our tenants – all by working remote. Our
Atrium employees were the main contact for many requests
from tenants that needed support and interpretation of the
business restrictions placed upon them.
To ensure our visitors remained healthy and safe when
re-opening our centres, our local teams responded quickly
to implement special COVID-19 guidelines and checklists
per asset, including sanitary equipment and instructions
for our customers and employees. Cooperating with
cleaning companies to increase cleaning on-site, signage
of walking directions and waiting lines in front of shops.
Each region had its own specific rules, based on local
government instructions, which were adjusted on a weekly
and sometimes daily basis. To support our tenants further,
we were able to reduce operational costs for our tenants by
working with our service providers.

CREATING GREAT PLACES ATRIUM ESG PROGRESS REPORT
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Atrium Copernicus | Toruń, Poland

OUR
CUSTOMERS
Atrium’s shopping centres
are at the heart of their
communities
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COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
PROGRAM
We believe that investing in our local
stakeholders strengthens not only
communities, but also creates sustainable
value for our business and society.

When our communities thrive, so do our centres. We welcome
all our communities with a year-long programme of activities,
which helps make us their first-choice destination after home
and work to shop, dine and spend quality leisure time. Their
loyalty and trust drive us to provide new experiences all year
round creating sustainable communities and business.
As a property owner, we do not just provide a physical space
but also, we organize a range of activities on a daily basis to
support education, health and personal development. It is our

way of giving back and investing in the communities we are
a part of. Over the last few years, we have already introduced
community spaces within our centres, offering a variety
of neighbourhood initiatives at a number of our shopping
centres. These initiatives and the associated investment,
demonstrate our commitment to be a partner of the
community. In 2020 we formalized our community initiatives
into our Atrium Community Engagement Program, which
consists of four focus areas: Wellbeing, Self-Development
and Edutainment, Environmental Awareness and Stimulating
Entrepreneurship. The Community Engagement Program will
be implemented at 50% of our assets in 2022 and rolled out
to all our properties by 2025. Atrium invests around 2 million
euros annually in community initiatives.
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Well-being of our communities
The health and well-being of our customers and tenants is
our highest priority. We want to support the communities
to grow in terms of leisure, relaxation, good times spent,
promoting a healthy and active lifestyle and conducting

ESG STRATEGY

GREEN FINANCING

activities improving the overall health and well-being of our
communities. All of Atrium’s shopping centres are committed
to conduct at least one activity per year on promoting mental,
physical and social wellbeing and healthy lifestyle initiatives.

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

OUR CUSTOMERS

OUR PLACES

Self-development and edutainment
Investing in our communities, also means to provide freeof-charge creative and social events for education or
edutainment for our visitors, where they are able to learn
and develop themselves. All shopping centres in Atrium’s

Some of our 2020 initiatives

Some of our 2020 initiatives

Health diagnosis
At Atrium Biala shopping centre in Poland we supported the community through a health diagnosis event where
medical students gave free medical advice and check-ups. Members of other associations operating at the Medical
University of Bialystok were also invited to the event, including pharmacy students who measured blood pressure,
medical students who prepared guidelines for self-examination on breast phantoms and psychological advice as
part of the “Psychiatry also for people” project. Dental students conducted oral examinations and dietetic students
performed body composition analyses. Finally, cosmetology students measured skin hydration and offered hand
massages.
Preventive healthcare
We also work with partners in preventive healthcare within
our communities. At Atrium Copernicus shopping centre in
Poland, we cooperated with Medica, a health organization,
that provided free mammography tests for women living
in the neighbourhood of our centre. This cooperation has
become a permanent activity in the calendar of our shopping
centre. At multiple centres including Atrium Focus, people
were able to donate blood. For those donating, our team
provided small gadgets like vouchers for a snack and a drink
at some of our local tenants.

Bringing Culture closer
At Atrium Focus shopping centre in
Poland, we cooperated with a local
cultural organization to host the final
of the all-Poland photo competition
which included the exhibition
opening and the announcement
of the winner of 2020. Over 80
photos on different subjects, taken
by children and young people, were
shown at the exhibition of the 33rd
National Competition “Child and
His World”, organized by the Youth
Palace in Bydgoszcz. The event also
included workshops for everyone and
at any age.

OUR PEOPLE
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portfolio commit to arrange a series of workshops in the
topic of self-development and edutainment for families in
our communities.

Technology of the future
We organized an interactive
exhibition in Atrium Reduta of
robots combined with a competition
for children. A free educational and
interactive exhibition for children
was set up and during the event,
children had the opportunity to
experience the world of technology.
Various types of robots, a free
play workshop with 3D pens were
among the many interesting
learning opportunities in the centre.

Inspire young creatives
At Atrium Reduta shopping centre in
Poland, we hosted the “POMAGAM”
competition for children in cooperation
with the Ochota Social Welfare
Centre. The aim of the “POMAGAM”
competition, was to support young
residents of the Warsaw district in
developing their artistic skills and
creative thinking, as well as to inspire
caregivers to conduct an important
conversation with children about how
they can help others. Winners received
prizes like laptops, smartphones,
tablets, headphones and LEGO bricks.

Autistic-friendly shopping
At Atrium Copernicus we partnered up with Auchan every
Tuesday afternoon to support those with autism in the
community. During that day we adjust our light, television and
sound systems, to reduce external stimuli. These are activities
undertaken as part of the social campaign “Autistic friendly
shopping”, which aims to create favourable shopping conditions
for people with autism spectrum disorders and sensory
hypersensitivity. Tenants of the centre were also joining this
initiative.
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Environmental awareness
Before the pandemic, we were welcoming more than 200
million visitors annually in our centres. Connecting with these
visitors on environmental issues has a significant positive
impact on creating environmental awareness and promoting
responsible lifestyles. Every shopping centre in our portfolio
organizes events focused on promoting environmentally
friendly initiatives, through cooperation with (local) NGOs
and foundations.
• Promote recycling. At our Atrium Focus shopping
centre in Poland, we have cooperated with Polska Press.
In October 2020 we kicked off a program to encourage
residents in our neighbourhoods to participate in waste
recycling. Participants were rewarded with special prices,
such as practical eco-bag or plant seedlings, for achieving
specific targets. Over 1,100 kilos of waste were recycled.

Stimulating entrepreneurship
We create opportunities for businesses to grow and support
local entrepreneurship by setting up partnerships and
working together on innovative concepts. In all our centres
we want to enable retail entrepreneurs to conduct customer
facing tests of their products and services. Atrium allows
these retailers to obtain short term pop-up lease contracts to
use certain space in our centres and use our communication
channels to test their reach to potential clients.
•

22

Testing new brands. In Wars Sawa Junior, in the city
centre of Warsaw we offered space to young brands
to promote their products and services, to test their
retailing ability and get feedback on product testing
from customers. 10 entrepreneurs used the opportunity
to participate.
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•

Green education. In the Fifth Dimension, our creative
space in Atrium Promenada, we are devoting a lot
of attention to ecology. For school children we have
prepared ecological workshops as part of educational
lessons. The workshops teach children to understand
the idea of zero-waste and to create awareness of the
possibility to re-use items and to introduce the topic of
ecology and waste management in their own homes.

•

Saving plants. At our Wars Sawa Junior shopping
centre in Poland, we organized an event where
visitors could buy plants that were rescued from
office buildings at a steep discount. Due to COVID-19,
many offices were closed, and plants were saved from
the different offices to get a new home, right in the
neighbourhood.

•

Sharing our space and network. Fifth Dimension
supports new initiatives by inviting various
organizations to use our creative space, assigned for
these initiatives. Local companies and organizations
can organize workshops in Fifth Dimension which gives
an excellent opportunity for promoting their activities.
We support them not only by providing physical space,
but also with marketing their activities. In Atrium
Promenada, we have had workshops on different topics,
ranging from mathematics and language skills to
construction and ceramics.

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

OUR CUSTOMERS

OUR PLACES

Understanding our customers’ and community’s needs
Atrium truly wants to understand the needs and expectations
of its customers and communities. We believe sustainable
and long lasting mutual positive relationships are achieved
and maintained by understanding our customer’s behaviour,
by listening to the feedback from our customers and
communities and by creating tailor-made solutions.
All our shopping centres have their own local identity and
initiatives adjusted to the needs of local stakeholders. For
that reason, we conduct customer satisfaction surveys, once
every 3 years, in our centres. Through an online platform we
collect feedback from our customers and compare these
results with previous surveys. The survey covers different
topics, such as customer shopping habits, insight in shopping
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centre image and demographics of visitors. Outcomes
of these surveys support us in organizing events and
community initiatives and invest in new facilities, amenities,
services and shops. In the last three years over 13,000
customers have participated and provided valuable input.

The results of the survey are
shared among all relevant
management levels and action
plans are developed and executed
to ensure the centre stays
relevant in the future.
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WARS SAWA JUNIOR

ATRIUM PROMENADA

Culture in the Centre

Fifth Dimension

In Wars Sawa Junior we rolled out the concept “Pasaż
Wiecha, culture in the very city centre”. This is an innovative
concept, perfectly suited to the specific location- in the heart
of Warsaw - and referring to historical memories related to
this place. We created a unique zone and organized events
for relaxation, educational and promote social engagement,
entertainment and a place to spend free time. This is an
example of cooperation with the authorities of the capital city
of Warsaw and many cultural and art institutions. The project
is aimed at people, focused on joint, creative leisure time,
positive emotions and building a community.

The project also supports young, smaller brands and
developing artists. Young brands can present their products
and receive feedback. We offer support in different areas,
such as media and promotional activities. All events are
related to trendy and socially important topics such as
architecture, modern urban spaces, handicrafts, well-being,
design, art, film and sustainable fashion. An important
aspect is educating and promoting pro-ecological attitudes
and spreading the zero-waste idea. The activities are very
varied and allow to combine activities for different age
groups. The annual festival is a permanent element of Wars
Sawa Junior’s activities.

OUR CUSTOMERS

Fifth Dimension, Atrium Promenada’s Creative Space is a
unique place in our shopping centre, dedicated to activities for
and of the local community. Together with NGO organizations,
local companies and people, active in various fields, we have
created a comfortable space for meetings, workshops, sports
and other activities that support the development of talent,
exploring people’s passions and interests and also supporting
people in their day-to-day needs.
The Fifth Dimension space is a tribute to locality, relations
and the natural need for self-realization. It is a meeting
spot where senior citizens can spend time with younger
generations and where young mothers will find support
and a moment of respite. We are open to dialogue with our
community, trying to build awareness and commitment.

OUR PLACES
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TENANT
ENGAGEMENT
PROGRAM
Atrium aims to create partnerships with
retailers and to better understand their
strategies and needs to ensure optimal
performance within our centres. Our
Tenant Engagement Program supports the
connectivity with our retailers and helps to
better cooperate and improve our services.
The program sets out a fresh approach that provides a
range of engagement options including a greater use of
technology so that we can be agile, flexible and are able to
positively respond to both external and internal challenges.
We are taking steps to ensure that all our engagement
opportunities are fully accessible and inclusive, and we
make it as easy as possible for tenants to provide feedback
and engage with us. Our program is built around a number
of tools and activities, including Atrium Connect (our closed
tenant communication app), tenant engagement surveys,
Annual Tenant Days and the Green Lease program.

Atrium Connect
One of the tools rolled out to improve our communication
with retailers is Atrium Connect. In 2020 we have rolled
Atrium Connect out to 14 assets. Atrium Connect is an app,
specially developed for Atrium that allows Atrium and our
tenants to be in direct contact with each other, thus creating
a continuous and sustainable relationship with our tenants.
The platform increases tenants’ loyalty and helps to
optimise our communication and business processes.
24
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Especially during the COVID-19 crisis, this tool helped us to
stay in touch with all our tenants, by informing them about
the latest guidelines to provide a safe and secure shopping
environment for our customers. In the shopping centres
where Atrium Connect was introduced, 98% of our tenants
installed the App and are using it on a daily basis. Our aim is
to introduce Atrium Connect in all our centres by 2022.
Measure tenant engagement success
Every year most of Atrium shopping centres are conducting
tenant engagement surveys to receive feedback from
tenants that we use to improve our relationship with tenants
and to optimize our shopping centre operations. Surveys
are undertaken by a third party to ensure transparency.
Outcomes of the surveys are discussed with all relevant
management levels in the organization and with our tenants
and service suppliers.
The survey, held in June 2021, was sent to 1,780 tenants
(91% of all tenants). The survey outcomes provide insight
in tenants’ satisfaction with communication, property
management and responsiveness of local teams. Tenants
are also asked if they would recommend Atrium as a landlord
(Net Promotor Score). The average NPS score in 2021 was a
6. For 2022 we are aiming to improve the NPS to a 7.

91%

1,780

OF TENANTS
PARTICIPATED
IN THE SURVEY

TENANTS

6
AVERAGE
NPS SCORE
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Additionally, we will hold more frequent and tailored short
surveys among our tenants, using the Atrium Connect
platform. These short surveys are focused on receiving
feedback on marketing activities, maintenance satisfaction
and communication satisfaction.
Annual Tenant Day
In a number of our shopping centres, we organize an Annual
Tenant Day. During this day Atrium and our tenants share
new developments and initiatives discuss the centre’s
performance and services, and specific topics related to ESG.
We aim to organize the Annual Tenant Day at 100% of our
portfolio by 2022.
Mystery shopper
Atrium is developing an annual mystery shopper program
as a tool to understand the performance of our services
and that of our tenants. Mystery shoppers will be invited
to test in real time the services provided and share their
customer experience. This will also provide valuable feedback
for our tenants on how they operate their shops and the
services they provide. It will provide insight on where we can
implement improvements to enhance the customers journey
and make the business more sustainable. Atrium aims to run
the mystery shopper program for 20% of our portfolio by the
end of 2022, and for 100% of our portfolio by the end of 2025.
Tenant Academy
Atrium is developing a Tenant Academy, to be rolled out in
2022. The Tenant Academy will offer a series of practical
seminars and workshops for employees of tenants on a
number of topics related to ESG, such as customer service,
staff well-being, reducing the environmental impact and
visual merchandising.

We aim to have rolled out the
Tenant Academy in 100% of our
portfolio by the end of 2025.

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19
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Green Lease Program
The environmental impact of our operations is mainly
related to the business activities of our tenants and
therefore collaborating with our retailers is essential to
achieve a Net Zero Carbon portfolio by 2050. We have
rolled out the Green Lease Program to formalize our
collaboration. The program consists of updating our tenant
lease agreements to incorporate a set of principles and
focus areas related to reducing the environmental impact
together, such as exchanging environmental consumption
data, sharing green practices, sustainable procurement,
organize educational sessions on environmental initiatives
and undertake actions to optimize energy and water
efficiency and the reduction of waste.
Eco Day: ESG collaboration with tenants
We are collaborating with tenants to enhance their ESG
commitments and increase transparency about their ESG
efforts, by organizing Eco Days. This Eco Day supports our
retailers and companies in our communities to promote their
eco-products and services to the community. Environmental
initiatives will be demonstrated to showcase zero waste
initiatives, usage of recycled materials, ecological product
lines and carbon neutral initiatives. Atrium aims to host an
annual Eco Day in all our centres by the end of 2023.
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further improve our performance. Our business activities
create local employment, additional income for (local)
governments and direct investments in the communities.
This will make the communities economically stronger
by generating more income for families living in our
catchment areas.
The assessment showed that the combined tenants that
operate in our centres give employment to over 17 250
people across the four countries we operate in. Many
of these employees live close to our centres and the
generated income is mostly spent in the communities
where they live, helping the local economy.
Atrium also helps tenants in finding staff members for
job opportunities appearing in tenants’ networks. Each
shopping centre website has a section on job opportunities
and displays all vacant jobs currently available with our
tenants., making the recruitment process efficient and
focused on the local community. We also publish job
opportunities from small businesses in our catchment
areas, again helping the local economy. Currently we
have implemented the job opportunity area on all of our
Polish shopping centre websites. We aim at having this
implemented in all our shopping centres by the end of 2021.

Centre management teams in our shopping centres also
conduct so-called E-walks on specific days and times
during the year to look for efficiencies in the consumption
of energy, water and waste both in the common areas as
well as in the tenants’ areas. After each E-walk an action
list is prepared, which is being discussed with our tenants
and we give guidance on how they can reduce their
environmental impact.
Measuring positive social-economic footprint
Our business strategy of Creating Great Places is not
solely focused on improving asset or shareholder value.
Through our properties and business activities, we
positively contribute towards the communities in which
we are active in. In 2020 we have initiated an assessment
to better understand our socio-economic footprint,
how to track our performance over time and how to
Atrium Flora | Prague, Czech Republic
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DIFFERENT LOCAL SUPPLIERS

INVESTED IN THE COMMUNITY

PAID IN TAXES

incl. cleaning, security

by working together with

providing a possibility to invest

development and maintenance

the local suppliers

them back to into the communities

We work mainly with local suppliers, offering employment
to people who live in the communities we operate in.
In 2020 we have worked with over 3,000 different local
suppliers, ranging from cleaning, security, development
and maintenance companies. In 2020 we have invested

over €40 million in the community by working together
with these suppliers. By paying over €4.3 million (property)
taxes, local authorities gained additional income which
enables them to invest back into the communities, on for
example healthcare, education and public transport.

The Sustainable Procurement Policy outlines what Atrium expects from
its suppliers. Atrium expect its suppliers to:
ACT WITH INTEGRITY AND
HIGH ETHICAL STANDARDS

MINIMIZE THEIR
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Act ethically and with integrity
Comply with all applicable laws and regulations
Not participate in or facilitate money laundering.
Prohibit all forms of bribery and corruption
Not tolerate any level of fraud.

Share environmental information on environmental impact areas and
support Atrium to achieve reduction targets.
Share knowledge with key stakeholders.
Use responsible materials, that have a lower carbon impact, does not harm
the environment and are safe to use for workers and the community.

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19
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Responsible partners
Atrium understands that its business activities have a
significant impact, both directly and indirectly, on the natural
environment and on the communities in which we operate.
We make it our responsibility to manage the environmental,
social and economic impact of our business, as well as the
risks we face. In May 2020 we have updated our Sustainable
Procurement Policy to ensure that external companies and
people that we work with adhere to our business principles.
The policy is applicable to all third parties, including
property management companies, service suppliers,
construction companies and any (sub) contractors. All third
parties are requested to report any non-compliance to the
Atrium standards and have relevant controls, policies and
procedures in place.
We ensure enforcement of this policy by making sure third
parties sign the policy, to express their commitment and to
inform their subsidiaries, employees and sub-contractors
working for Atrium about the content of the policy, Local
centre management teams meet with their suppliers on a
regular basis, make sure suppliers understand our policy and
report on any compliance irregularities and if needed, are
provided with training.
Health & safety of properties
Our Health & Safety (H&S) program is designed to keep
tenants, suppliers, employees and visitors safe in and around
our properties. Part of our H&S program is to ensure our
properties are being regularly checked by independent third
parties, reviewing the construction side of the property and the
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technical equipment. These building inspections take place
two times per year and safety audits are in place for all centres
as well as action plans, developed for continuous improvement.
We use BREEAM as an independent tool to check and
evaluate health, well-being and safety of our assets and
building management procedures. Ensuring a healthy
indoor environment and eliminating potential health risks
is one of our priorities. To ensure maximum safety of the
building’s employees and users, a security and emergency
plan is prepared and updated on a regular basis. We perform
legionella risk assessments following local legislation to
ensure that, when we offer tap drinking water, it is safe within
our shopping centres.
We also take into consideration potential H&S risks
coming from outside our centres. Our investment type is
characterised by a continuous flow of large numbers of
people. Large shopping centres are an easy target for attacks
aimed at causing mass casualties and panic. In 2019-2020
the Polish centre management teams therefore participated
in a bio-terrorism initiative to prepare the teams and
properties for any potential chemical, biological, radiological
and nuclear (CBRN) attack. The teams worked with shopping
centre security personnel and local police and health
organizations, to gain insight in possible risks in security
procedures, equipment and knowledge in the centres, and
experts identified the most likely scenarios for terrorist acts.
A comprehensive programme for preventing, responding to
and managing of the consequences of CBRN attacks was set
up following this collaboration.

SUPPORT AND RESPECT
THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Respect human rights and labour standards.
Compensate their employees fairly and in line with local regulations.
Ensure a safe and healthy workplace for all personnel, including the personnel of indirect suppliers.
Recognize and respect the rights of employees and meet ILO standards including the right to freely associate, organize and bargain collectively
Not force their employees to work excessive hours and will compensate the overtime fairly.
Not operate with any forced or involuntary labour or use child labour during their operations.

EPRA H&S-ASSET

EPRA H&S-COMP

EPRA COMPTY-ENG

Asset health & safety

Asset health & safety

Community engagement, impact

assessments

compliance

assessments & development programmes

100.0% 100.0%
OF GAV
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Galeria Dominikańska | Wrocław, Poland
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OUR
PLACES

As mentioned before in this report, our
business activities have a significant
environmental impact.

Atrium aims to
be carbon neutral by 2050

We are committed to provide continuous transparency
towards our stakeholders on the environmental impact
and our overall ESG performance. We demonstrate
leadership in the regions that we are active in and work
closely together with critical stakeholders that are vital
when we want to achieve our long-term environmental
reduction targets.

ATRIUM ESG PROGRESS REPORT CREATING GREAT PLACES

Atrium aims to be carbon neutral by 2050, in line with the
Paris Climate Agreement. To achieve this, we have set up our
Environmental Management Program In 2020 which is rolled out
in the next years and includes investments in energy efficiency,
procure renewable energy sources, increase waste recycling,
green building certifications and collaborate with tenants and
suppliers and other players in the real estate industry.
Road towards Net Zero
In 2020 we have performed an assessment for our entire
portfolio to identify investment opportunities as part of

our commitment to become a net zero carbon company by
2050. Numerous projects were identified which will lead to
a substantial reduction in energy consumption and reduce
our carbon impact with 20% by 2025.
Our initial focus will be to minimize our scope 1 and 2 carbon
emissions, associated to the technical equipment under
management control, in the common, technical and outdoor
(parking) areas. In 2021 we developed carbon reduction
pathways for each asset to better understand priorities and
actions that need to be taken in the coming years.
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King Cross Praga | Warsaw, Poland

Working together with our tenants is a vital part of our
carbon reduction plan, since the tenants are responsible
for most carbon emissions resulting from our business
activities. To reduce scope 3 emissions, we are engaging
with our tenants through our Tenant Engagement Program
as mentioned earlier in this report. This program, consisting
of green leases, Eco-days and the Tenant Academy, will
enhance awareness about doing business in a sustainable
and environmentally responsible way, resulting in less scope
3 emissions. We are tracking and reporting the energy
consumption and carbon impact for tenants for which
Atrium is procuring and distributing the energy. We will
continue to provide transparency in the future.

Climate change risks
Climate change is impacting countries. its
organizations, companies and people globally.
One of the main challenges facing Central Europe will be
more extreme fluctuations in weather events including
increased temperatures and higher likelihoods of drought
in summer because of climate change. This combined
with strong and cold winters, severe thunderstorms and
irregular and excessive precipitation, can be challenging
for our communities as well as our properties. Extreme
temperatures can provide challenges to provide a pleasant
indoor environment and can increase operational costs to
keep the centres attractive for our visitors.

We have set short-, mediumand long-term carbon reduction
targets to keep track of our
environmental performance
and are taking necessary
steps to minimize our impact
on climate change.

To have a better understanding of climate change risks
impacting our portfolio, we are using external assessments
for each centre. Through the BREAAM ‘in-use’ certification
process we are able identify the main climate change risks
for each of our properties. Atrium has committed itself to
certify the entire real estate portfolio in the coming years,
thus providing a complete picture of the physical impacts of
climate change.

Environmental management
In 2020 we have initiated the formalization of our internal
Environmental Management System (EMS). This EMS
includes procedures and policies for Atrium with the aim to
systematically develop and update our environmental policy,
translating it into measurable objectives and subsequently
taking measures to realise them. Our EMS is aligned with
ISO14401 and follows the “plan-do-check-act” cycle. The
continuous improvement cycle ensures compliance with
environmental legislation and regulations, supports our

ATRIUM’S EMS INCLUDES:

2025

20%

2030

30%

2050

100%

We aim to procure at least 20% of electricity from
renewable energy sources by 2025, 30% by 2030
and 100% in 2050.
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We are also taking concrete measures to mitigate or adopt
to climate change risks. To better manage drought and
heatwaves for example, responsible and innovative use of
water has become a more pressing issue. At our Atrium
Flora shopping centre in the Czech Republic, a rainwater
tank and water harvesting system were installed in 2019,
which are projected to save 8% of total water consumption
from the grid. Harvested water is used as process water for
irrigation and flushing toilets. The project is planned to be
extended in 2021 and the following years, with the aim of
covering around 20% of water consumption.
At Atrium we are determined to integrate climate change
risks into our management procedures and in our external
reporting moving forward. We will commit to provide high
levels of transparency about our climate change risk impact
and assessment towards all our stakeholders in future
reports, aligning our reporting with the Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) guidelines.

Measurable objectives to reduce energy and water
consumption, increase recycling and optimize the overall
environmental performance
A governance structure to manage the environmental
performance outlining roles and responsibilities on-site
and oversight of the EMS by the ESG Committee, taking
final responsibility for environmental issues
Identification of significant impacts on the environment
and compliance with environmental regulation
Track environmental performance through a dedicated
online tool developed by a third party
External environmental audits through BREEAM
certification process
Internal environmental audits (seasonal night walks, onsite inspections, technical assessments etc.)
Environmental policies and procedures

ATRIUM IS COMMITTED TO:
Implement our Environmental Management System at
100% of our assets
Monitor and disclose our environmental performance to
our stakeholders
Protect the environment and promote biodiversity in
our communities
Create environmental awareness amongst key local
stakeholders
Provide training and awareness programmes for
employees, suppliers and tenants
Minimize the use of natural resources and energy, reduce
carbon emissions and increase waste recycling

organization to identify efficiencies, educates on-site
employees and links ESG performance with employees’
annual performance reviews. The EMS will be fully embedded
in all properties by 2025.
The operational teams in Russia, Czech Republic, Slovakia
and Poland have developed asset level action plans, as an
integrated part of the annual budget and business plans.
They monitor and manage the asset’s environmental
performance, implement action programs in collaboration
with local technical teams and property managers,
address concerns internally and create awareness among
country teams and external stakeholders such as tenants,
suppliers, and contractors. Efficiency measures are
planned via regular CAPEX budgets and monitored via the
asset level Building Management Systems.
In February 2021 Atrium started using Measurabl, one
of the world’s widely adopted ESG data management
solutions for commercial real estate, to monitor and
manage its environmental data. This platform provides
advanced features such as building and portfolio
performance benchmarking, target setting and target
progress toward environmental goals. It also supports
advanced internal and external reporting and industry
benchmarking, such as our participation in GRESB.
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Energy efficiency
We have developed an energy optimization program and
have set short-, medium- and long-term energy reduction
targets. To achieve our medium energy efficiency target of
20% by 2025 (from 2019 consumption), each country has
performed internal audits to evaluate the energy efficiency
of their assets. This resulted in numerous projects planned
to be implemented in the next four years, with over 60
projects planned for 2021.
This energy optimization program includes replacing
lights with higher efficient LED lights, energy efficient
boilers and air conditioning, replacing or updating Building
Management Systems (BMS), improved isolation and
increasing the use of renewable energy sources.

POLAND
PROJECT INITIATIVES
PLANNED ARE:

ESG STRATEGY

GREEN FINANCING

The global COVID-19 pandemic had a large effect on our
energy consumption in 2020 and the first 6 months of 2021.
We took this challenging time as an opportunity to place
extra focus on operational efficiency and optimize heating
and cooling usage as well as our electricity consumption
and ventilation. As a result, our energy consumption was
reduced significantly.
In Poland energy audits were done in 2020 and 2021 by an
independent party for Focus Bydgoszcz, Atrium Copernicus
and Atrium Targówek. Energy saving measures were
proposed, including the installation of CO2 sensors and
additional software changes in our Building Management
System, which helps us to achieve energy savings.

CZECH &
SLOVAKIA

RUSSIA
PROJECT INITIATIVES
PLANNED ARE:

PROJECT INITIATIVES PLANNED ARE:
Installation of solar panels
Solar panels, LED replacements, BMS

Strong focus on LED retrofits

Implementation of CO2 sensors for HVAC

upgrade and cogeneration plants

Focus on saving consumption

Installation of motion and twilight sensors

Projects phased over 2021-2024

from heating

2025
Increase energy effeciency by
20% in 2025 (from 2019)
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Over 30 projects phased over 2021-2024

Change of lighting to LED
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2030
Increase energy effeciency by
35% in 2030 (from 2019)

2050
Increase energy effeciency by
50% in 2050 (from 2019)

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

OUR CUSTOMERS

OUR PLACES

Building certifications
Atrium has selected BREEAM as a tool to monitor and
improve the environmental performance of its shopping
centres as well as the local management teams. BREEAM
is an international building certification scheme that covers
a complete range of environmental criteria including waste,
energy, water, pollution prevention, indoor environmental
quality, materials, land use and ecology, management, and
transportation. In 2020 an additional six shopping centres in
Poland received BREEAM In-Use ‘Very good’ certification for
both Asset Performance and Building Management.
Currently, over 70% of our total portfolio value is BREEAM
In-Use ‘very good’ or higher certified. Atrium has the
ambition to upgrade the existing ‘Very good’ certification
to “Excellent for at least 50% of our portfolio value by the
end of 2025. By 2030 all our assets should be BREEAM
In-Use Excellent certified.
It is this commitment that will further enable Atrium to
develop innovative and sustainable properties that are
resilient and efficient to meet the requirements of retailers
and customers in the future. Issues that are addressed
during the BREEAM building certification process include
biodiversity at and around the property, the use of
sustainable building materials, eco-efficient retrofits, pollution
prevention and transportation.
Sustainable developments
BREEAM guidelines and certifications are guiding all new and
re-developments at Atrium. These guidelines address a wide
array of topics including sustainability of building materials,
biodiversity, transportation and pollution prevention and
eco-efficient retrofits. We integrate these topics in all our
development processes and designs. They translate into
practical steps such as natural daylight optimising indoor
environments and creating attractive spaces that display eye
for detail and care for the environment.
It is our aim to certify all new and re-developments and
through this commitment, Atrium will grow its portfolio of
innovative and sustainable properties that stand the test of
time while meeting the needs of tenants and visitors both
now and in the future.

OUR PEOPLE

GRI INDEX

Our commitments for
new developments:

DEVELOP ALL
PROPERTIES

USE SUSTAINABLE
MATERIALS

using Green Building

taking into consideration

Certifications

embodied carbon & use of
certified wood

CO2
HIGH EFFICIENT
EQUIPMENT AND
LIGHTING

MINIMIZE
POLLUTION

and assess potential

during development and

on-site renewable

construction activities

energy generation

(air, water and waste)

ENSURE
PROPERTIES
ARE FLEXIBLE

FOCUS ON
BROWNFIELD

development
for future usage (new

activities

concepts and changing
functions)
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GRI INDEX

Atrium Property Certification
Atrium Palac Pardubice
Atrium Targowek
ATRIUM PALÁC PARDUBICE

GALERIA DOMINIKAŃSKA

ATRIUM FLORA

FOCUS BYDGOSZCZ

Pardubice, Czech Rebublic

Wrocław, Poland

Prague, Czech Rebublic

Bydgoszcz, Poland

56.4%

Building Management

71.2%

Asset Performance

58.3%

Building Management

62.4%

Asset Performance

60.8
%
Building Management
66.0%

Asset Performance

61.7%

Building Management

57.8%

Asset Performance

ATRIUM PROMENADA

ATRIUM TARGÓWEK

KING CROSS PRAGA

WARS SAWA JUNIOR

Warsaw, Poland

Warsaw, Poland

Warsaw, Poland

Warsaw, Poland

63.6
%
Building Management
55.2%

Asset Performance

56.4%

Building Management

59.6%

Asset Performance

57.0%

Building Management

59.3%

Asset Performance

56.5%

Building Management

58.6%

Asset Performance

Our Atrium Targówek shopping centre in Warsaw, Poland
received the BREEAM In-Use certification in 2020, with a
high score for waste management (100%). Atrium Targówek
is easily accessible by all means of transport, resulting in
a score of over 80% on transportation. Two bus stops are
located in front of the centre. There are safe and secure
pedestrian and bicycle routes with bicycle parking facilities
available in our centre for visitors and for electric car users
there are vehicle charging stations available. In terms of
water usage, we have reduced water consumption through
installation of water-efficient fixtures and fittings such as
water sensors in public restrooms. The centre has two
sedimentation tanks where all rainwater is stored from
the roofs and car parking areas, allowing for the water to
evaporate into the atmosphere and the sediment remaining
in the tanks. To support local natural habitats, we have
introduced four insect boxes and five beehives.

Our Atrium Palac Pardubice shopping centre in the Czech
Republic received in December 2020 the BREEAM InUse certification for both Asset Performance and Building
Management, recognizing our centre management’s efforts.
The centre achieved the BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification
(71%) for its Asset Performance, including a 100% score on
waste management. A modern on-site waste sorting facility
allowing for four waste streams is making sure that 35% of
waste is currently recycled, reused, or composted. The centre
also benefits from very good accessibility by public transport
with a trolleybus stop right in front of the building and is well
connected to public cycling routes. Additionally, we provide
facilities for our customers to securely store their bikes and
scooters while enjoying their visit in our centre.
In the ‘health & wellbeing’ category, we also achieved a high
score. The building has plenty of daylight coming through
its partially glazed roof and the glare control makes it
comfortable for tenants and visitors at all times. The centre
has a fully inclusive design enabling easy access for lessabled persons and provides indoor and outdoor rest spaces
for customers and tenants’ employees.
In line with our Sustainable Procurement Policy, we are
working with our suppliers to reduce the environmental
impact. Careful selection of materials, considering their
environmental impact is part of this policy and we have set
targets to reduce CO2 emissions and to limit consumption of

ATRIUM REDUTA

ATRIUM BIAŁA

Warsaw, Poland

Białystok, Poland

58.1%
Building Management
58.1%

Asset Performance
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55.7%
Building Management
62.5%

Asset Performance
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ATRIUM COPERNICUS

hazardous materials as much as possible. These initiatives
helped us to reach a score of over 90% for materials in the
BREEAM assessment.

Toruń, Poland

58.6%
Building Management
61.0%

Asset Performance

A biodiversity action plan has been developed to improve the
ecological value of the building and its site. This included the
installation of birdhouses, insect hotels, and planting more
trees and other greenery around our shopping centre.
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Water conservation
As water is becoming more and more a limited natural
resource, we aim to use water as efficient as possible. We
aim to reduce our water consumption with 10% in the next
five years and significantly reduce the consumption in the
years after.
We can achieve this reduction by investing in water efficient
toilets, taps and other water using installations that will be
upgraded or replaced. We aim to install the most efficient and
financially feasible products that are available in the industry.
Water consumptions will be monitored and benchmarked
on a regular basis to ensure that we meet our objectives.
Any significant fluctuations in consumption will be evaluated
and reported to relevant staff members. Water distribution,
appliances and fittings will be regularly inspected, their
maintenance carried out and, if necessary, replaced. Daily
inspections (taps, toilets, showers) are carried out by our
service providers.

TARGET REDUCTION OF
WATER CUNSUMPTION

10%

20%

ESG STRATEGY

GREEN FINANCING

Waste management
Our shopping centres have central waste collection
containers to sort waste from common and tenant areas. We
are ensuring that every shopping centre has an orderly waste
sorting area conform the BREEAM In-Use requirements.
Depending on the local waste haulers and the variety
of tenants we will ensure that waste can be collected in
separate waste streams, for example: paper and cardboard,
plastics and foil, glass, beverage cans, hazardous waste, and
residual waste.
Atrium has committed itself to increase recycling rates
for its portfolio, up to 50% recycling rate in 2030 and 75%
in 2050. To achieve this, we will work closely together
with local authorities, waste hauling companies and other
business partners.

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

OUR CUSTOMERS

OUR PLACES

Transport and accessibility
Staying connected in the communities is vital for our centres.
We therefore make sure our properties are well connected
through multiple and sustainable transportation options. At
our Atrium Copernicus shopping centre for example, our
customers can use the bicycle parking and a bicycle repair
station. A charging station for electrical cars is also available.
We will incorporate green travel plans for all our properties in the
next decade, focusing on clean transportation and stimulating
electrical car usage, by providing EV charging stations for our
guests, connecting our properties to local bicycle networks and
by providing dedicated bicycle parking areas.
In 2020 we had 840 bicycle parking places available, and
8 centres had free bicycle repair facilities. 11 centres had
bicycle renting stations next to the centres. In 2020 we had
20 EV charging stations and 24 parking spaces dedicated for
car sharing services.

OUR PEOPLE

GRI INDEX

Biodiversity in the city
Following the BREEAM In-Use guidelines we have developed
a biodiversity plan for each certified shopping centre. The
purpose of these biodiversity plans is to maintain, protect and
where possible restore flora and fauna (ecological value) in
the surroundings of our shopping centres. The biodiversity
plan assesses the ecological value of our owned properties
(buildings, parking spaces, green areas) and identifies areas
for improved or new facilities and areas that support local
biodiversity such as green roofs, green walls, gardens, insect
hotels and / or facilities for birds.
An action plan will be developed and implemented at asset
level and actions will be evaluated every three years during
the BREEAM certification process. Atrium aims to implement
Biodiversity plans for 50% of our assets by 2025 and by
2030 all our assets will have implemented a biodiversity plan.
Several initiatives are already in place like the five beehives
on top of our Atrium Targówek shopping centre.

TARGET
WASTE RECYCLE RATE

40%

50%

840

8

BICYCLE PARKING
PLACES AVAILABLE

FREE BICYCLE
REPLAIR FACILITIES

20

24

EV CHARGING
STATIONS

PARKING SPACES
FOR CAR SHARING
SERVICES

BY 2030

75%
BY 2050

2025

2030

2050

Focus Bydgoszcz | Bydgoszcz, Poland
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Like for Like

Environmental performance indicators

POLAND
EPRA SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE MEASURES

EPRA INDICATOR

UNITS

Electricity consumption for common areas

Elec-Abs / Elec-LfL

MWh

Electricity exclusively sub-metered to tenants

CZECH REPUBLIC & SLOVAKIA

RUSSIA

TOTAL

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

88,542

108,796

35,930

42,567

11,551

14,007

12,691

16,378

60,172

72,953

(17.5%)

Elec-Abs / Elec-LfL

80,497

99,026

19,150

24,461

15,434

17,895

27,418

33,059

62,001

75,415

(17.8%)

Total electricity consumption

Elec-Abs / Elec-LfL

169,039

207,822

55,080

67,029

26,985

31,902

40,109

49,437

122,173

148,368

(17.7%)

District heating and cooling for common areas

DH&C-Abs / DH&C-LfL

31,294

32,965

13,206

14,018

5,851

6,768

993

1,349

20,049

22,135

(9.4%)

District heating and cooling sub-metered to tenants

DH&C-Abs / DH&C-LfL

45,681

47,573

7,483

7,454

9,588

10,421

8,384

11,384

25,455

29,260

(13.0%)

76,976

80,538

20,689

21,473

15,439

17,189

9,377

12,734

45,504

51,395

(11.5%)

9,850

12,344

-

-

5,091

6,200

3,145

3,931

8,236

10,130

(18.7%)

Total district heating and cooling
Fuels consumed in common areas

Fuels-Abs /Fuels-LfL

Fuels exclusively sub-metered to tenants

Fuels-Abs /Fuels-LfL

Total fuel consumption
Total energy consumption from all sources
Total direct GHG emissions GHG Protocol Scope 1

GHG-Dir-Abs

Total indirect GHG emissions GHG Protocol Scope 2

GHG-Indir-Abs

Total indirect GHG emissions GHG Protocol Scope 3

GHG-Indir-Abs

tonnes CO2-e

CHANGE %

15,503

18,296

586

469

2,614

2,388

12,170

15,229

15,371

18,086

(15.0%)

25,353

30,640

586

469

7,706

8,588

15,315

19,160

23,607

28,216

(16.3%)

271,367

319,000

76,355

88,970

50,129

57,678

64,800

81,331

191,284

227,979

(16.1%)

2,019

2,530

-

-

1,043

1,271

644

806

1,688

2,076

(18.7%)

57,123

76,682

28,787

33,741

918

6,591

8,331

10,767

38,036

51,099

(25.6%)

56,683

73,327

15,562

19,350

2,396

7,320

21,889

26,792

39,847

53,462

(25.5%)

115,824

152,539

44,349

53,091

4,358

15,181

30,865

38,364

79,571

106,637

(25.4%)

247,762

344,211

104,699

138,304

63,420

89,028

26,134

29,521

194,254

256,853

(24.4%)

350,295

459,983

104,246

134,283

48,321

62,819

103,233

140,618

255,800

337,720

(24.3%)

598,057

804,194

208,946

272,587

111,742

151,846

129,366

170,140

450,054

594,573

(24.3%)

8,174

10,278

3,185

3,985

1,714

2,068

892

1,029

5,791

7,083

(18.2%)

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Recycled

21.8%

19.0%

25.7%

22.0%

29.2%

26.4%

2.0%

2.0%

23.1%

20.3%

Landfill facility

57.0%

64.7%

49.2%

61.8%

43.4%

45.3%

97.0%

97.0%

54.9%

62.1%

Incineration

4.1%

3.9%

0.6%

0.0%

18.3%

18.8%

0.0%

0.0%

5.8%

5.5%

Composting/ anaerobic digestion facility

2.3%

2.3%

1.5%

2.9%

3.7%

3.6%

1.0%

1.0%

2.0%

2.8%

14.7%

9.9%

22.8%

13.3%

5.4%

5.7%

0.0%

0.0%

14.1%

9.1%

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

CHANGE %
(16.1%)

Total direct and indirect GHG emissions
Water consumption for common areas

Water-Abs / Water-LfL

Water consumption for common areas

Water-Abs / Water-LfL

Total water consumption

Water-Abs / Water-LfL

Total weight of waste

Water-Abs / Water-LfL

m3

Metric tonnes

Hazardous waste
Disposal route

Waste-Abs /Waste-LfL

Proportion by weight (%)

Other disposal route

Environmental intensity indicators

POLAND

EPRA SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE MEASURES

EPRA INDICATOR

UNITS

Building energy intensity

Greenhouse gas intensity from building energy

Building water intensity

CZECH REPUBLIC & SLOVAKIA

RUSSIA

TOTAL

Energy-Int

kWh/m /year

339.1

398.0

235.4

274.6

464.9

534.9

444.1

557.2

330.9

394.5

Energy-Int

kWh/visitor/year

1.8

1.6

0.9

0.8

3.1

2.4

3.3

3.3

1.6

1.4

14.0%

GHG-Int

kgCO2e/m2/year

144.7

190.3

136.7

163.8

40.4

140.8

211.5

262.8

137.6

184.5

(25.4%)

GHG-Int

kgCO2e/visitor/year

0.8

0.7

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.6

1.6

1.6

0.7

0.7

1.4%

Water-Int

m /m /year

0.7

1.0

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.4

0.9

1.2

0.8

1.0

(24.3%)

Water-Int

liter/visitor/year

3.9

3.9

2.5

2.4

6.8

6.3

6.7

6.9

3.8

3.7

2.8%

2

3

2

QUALIFYING NOTES
The information in the environmental performance tables points to the broken fiscal year 2019 and 2020 for those properties where Atrium has organizational control. Atrium has chosen to report a broken
fiscal year for both reporting periods to enable the data to be published in a timely manner. 2019 and 2020 data represents a 12 month period including Q4 and the first three quarters of each reporting year.
Both reporting periods above include 12 months so data is comparable between these years.
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Atrium reports data which has been purchased and used onsite for common areas or for tenant areas where sub meters are available. Landlord obtained consumption data for energy, water and waste data are
based on invoices and manual readings and are not estimated. When separate meters are in place for tenants, consumption is provided separately in the tables above. Consumption of gas, district heating and
cooling can be used for larger sections of the shopping centre. Energy consumption of local offices are included in the data and mentioned in the tables above under common areas. Atrium keeps track of the
energy consumption in the local offices in 2020: In our Amsterdam office, we consumed 9 MWh and in Warsaw office, 211 MWh.

Following investments/divestments in 2019-2020, we have not included properties that have not been under management and ownership for both reporting periods. Data is reported using the EPRA
Sustainability Best Practices guidelines. The absolute data coverage disclosed for energy, carbon emissions, water and waste for 2019 through 2020 represents 99.1% of the Gross Lettable Area (GLA) or 99.8%
of the Gross Asset Value (GAV). The absolute data for energy, GHG emissions, water and waste, represents 25 out of 25 shopping centres: 14 in Poland, seven in Russia and four in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia. Data is measured via smart meters and manual readings - landlord-obtained utility consumption data for energy, associated GHG emissions and water consumption are not estimated.

We continued to use the same definition for like-for-like performance (EPRA BPRs), yet we see a significant decrease of our consumption of natural resources due to Covid-19. Many assets were impacted and
were not able to operate fully due to temporary closures. On a like-for-like basis, Atrium has decreased its total energy consumption with 16.1% in 2019-2020. Water consumption decreased with 24.3% on a
like-for-like basis and the total amount of waste collected, decreased with 18.2% in the same reporting period.

Estimations are made for tracking the waste in tonnes (weight) since actual data is not available for the majority of properties. We estimated the tonnes of waste (weight) by converting the volumes (m3) of
waste. Nine assets are excluded from the like-for-like figures due to significant (re)developments that took place and influenced the performance of the property or properties that have been disposed.
Like-for-like figures include 19 out of 19 properties that were in full operation and ownership by Atrium in 2019-2020.

The numerator of intensity figures is the total landlord-obtained consumption for common areas and sub metered tenant consumption. The total GLA of the centres and the total number of visitors are used
as denominators. As proposed by the EPRA Sustainability Best Practices guidelines, Atrium acknowledges that the intensity figures may be affected due to a mismatch between numerator and denominator.
Going forward, Atrium will fine-tune intensity figures by measuring more accurately the surface area for which resources are consumed within the shopping centre.
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OUR
PEOPLE
Atrium’s ambition
is to create attractive
places to work

ESG HIGHLIGHTS 2020

ESG STRATEGY

GREEN FINANCING

The company’s HR vision is built around
Atrium’s approach to diversifying its
portfolio in the coming years towards both
retail and residential real estate.
To realize these ambitions, it is vital
to attract, develop and retain a highly
talented workforce that is proud and
excited to work for Atrium.

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

OUR CUSTOMERS

OUR PLACES

OUR PEOPLE

10%

EMPLOYEES
PER REGION

2%

Poland
Czech Republic

GRI INDEX

51%

377

29%

EMPLOYEES

Slovakia
Russia
Amsterdam / Jersey / Cyprus

8%
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We believe it is key that all our people, throughout Europe, share the same values and have a broad set of competencies.
It is our mission to make sure our employees feel that they belong to a truly exciting, professional, and leading company,
a place where they can make a difference and develop themselves and their environment.

Atrium’s core values are the principles of what we stand for
and that guide our behaviour in achieving our goals:

ACCOUNTABILITY

RESPECT

TRUST

Take responsibility to drive results and

Understand the importance & value

Integrity and transparency

also be accountable for these results

of others and our environment

in all we do

INNOVATION

Entrepreneurial, flexible attitude,

Work as a team, helping each other

Maximise our efforts,

speed of response

to deliver a competitive advantage

having fun along the way

HR policies and procedures
Our HR policies consist of several group wide policies,
applicable to all employees. These policies are available in
English and in the local languages of the regions we operate
in and form an integral part of the employment relationship
with our employees and, where appropriate, with external
workers and consultants.
Our group wide policies relate to our Code of Conduct, our
Whistle-blower procedure, IT security, Procurement, GDPR
and the use of social media. This year we will add group wide
policies related to Health and Safety, Diversity and Inclusion,
and Labour and Human Rights.
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MOTIVATION

UNITY
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OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

OUR CUSTOMERS

Human capital development
By the end of 2020, we had 377 employees working at Atrium,
with a 66% to 34% female to male ratio. In management
positions, the female to male ratio is 49% to 51%. Almost forty
percent of our workforce has worked with us for more than
5 years. This, together with a strong balance in our female
to male ratio’s, forms a solid basis for the company’s future
diversity and depth of expertise. The COVID-19 crisis did not
lead to any discharges, pay-cuts or other negative pay effects.
Investing in training and development, especially in the everchanging retail and technological environment, remained a
key focus throughout the year 2020. Close to 9,000 training
hours were provided to develop our employees and there
was a clear shift from individual physical training formats to
virtual group training. We introduced an online learning and
development program, consisting of courses and webinars,
mainly focused on the effects of COVID-19 on people’s
resilience, dealing with working from home, motivation, and
virtual communication. By the end of the year, 50% of our
employees had followed one or more of the online courses
and webinars we offered.
Next to our Atrium-specific online training on the
company’s Code of Conduct, Code of Business Conduct
and Ethics, Whistle-blower and the Social Media policy,
we expanded the training offer with several courses on
IT Cybersecurity. These are annually held and mandatory
for all employees, which means 100% of our employees
received ethics training in 2020.

For all these subjects, we develop in-house online training in
the local languages for all our employees. Training results are
monitored and special attention to improving results is given
where needed, to make sure all employees understand and
are aware of the importance of these policies.
Next to these group wide policies, each local office has tailored
policies and procedures, in line with local law and regulations.
These relate to local office work practices, employment
benefits and other relevant subjects. All group and local
policies and procedures are reviewed annually by appointed
‘policy and procedure’ owners to make sure these are up to
date with the latest business and legal requirements.

OUR PEOPLE

OUR PLACES

PERCENTAGE OF
EMPLOYEES BY GENDER

35%
36%
34%

TRAINING HOURS

OF EMPLOYEES
received ethics

employees

training

66%

2020

PERCENTAGE OF
MANAGEMENT BY GENDER

47%

53%

2018

48%

52%

2019

49%

51%

2020

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES BY GENDER

262

137

2016

258

136

2017

127

2018

137

2019

247

130

2020

0

provided to develop

64%

2019

246

100%

65%

2018

241

8,988

GRI INDEX

100

200
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300

400

male
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
YEARS IN COMPANY

40
109
77
21

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
BY AGE

3
92
113
28

female

male
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16

<1 year

65

1-5 years

32

5-10 years

17

>10 years

<25

2
32

25-34

54

35-44

>55

10

Furthermore, Atrium has been very much aware of the mental
effects of working from home for extended periods of time.
Besides helping wherever possible and having implemented
structured team and one-on-one meetings throughout
the company, we find it very important to also continue to
connect socially online and to offer online entertainment for
employees and family members. Virtual coffee breaks, online
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OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

OUR CUSTOMERS

OUR PLACES

In June 2020, Atrium’s first employee engagement survey
was held among all employees. The response rate was
94% and an overall positive engagement score of 63% was
measured. A solid first result compared to our peers in the
region we operate in. In the months following the survey,
the results were shared with all managers and employees.
Through focus groups and work sessions, feedback
and action plans were collected, leading to concrete
improvements for each of the engagement dimensions which
are rolled out in 2020 and 2021.
Diversity & Inclusion
Inclusion is the process of involving, accepting, and valuing
all people in the workplace regardless of their differences
and social identity. We believe that diversity is found in any
social identity, such as, but not limited to, gender, age, culture,

OUR PEOPLE

GRI INDEX

nationality, ethnicity, physical abilities, political and religious
beliefs, sexual orientation, and other attributes. Our diversity
and inclusion policy applies to the management and all
employees of Atrium.
At Atrium we aim to develop people with a global mindset,
cultural understanding, and international experience. We want
our organization to stay agile and prepared for future growth
and aspire to create exciting careers and opportunities for
our employees. We strive to provide equal opportunity for
development, addressing inclusive behaviour, unconscious
biases, and cultural understanding. Furthermore, we try to
accommodate the personal life choices of our employees as
much as we can, and we utilize inclusive senior leadership
role models to mentor and help accelerate the development
of diverse high-profile talents.

32

45-54

Health & well-being
At the start of the COVID-19 crisis, Atrium’s business
continuity plan came into effect, activating crisis
management teams and crisis protocols for all organization
levels. To safeguard people’s health and safety, all shopping
centres and offices were provided with the required
hygienic supplies and instructions and office workspaces
were adjusted to comply with the local physical distance
regulations. Employees were requested to work in teams in a
rotating schedule, creating more workspace and preventing
the risk of infection of other colleagues and by doing so,
safeguarding business continuity.
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Atrium’s diversity and inclusion commitments:

kindergarten, a virtual magician, and online get-togethers are
some examples of the events we have organized.
Employee engagement
At Atrium we strongly believe that our employees are a key
element of our success. Employee engagement surveys are an
essential instrument we rely on to understand their needs and
to create a great work environment. Every two years a survey is
held by an independent third party among all employees in all
our regions. The survey is held in English and in the language
the employee prefers.
The survey is built around three main engagement dimensions:
agility, engaging leadership and talent focus. The results of the
survey are shared with all management levels and employees
in the organization. Through a process of presentations,
feedback sessions and focus groups, desired actions are
collected on a local and group level and executed according to
a specified timeline.

FAIR PAY

INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP

At Atrium we support a work
environment with equal opportunities,
and we ensure that all employees
are paid fairly based on the external
market value for the role, capabilities,
and performance, and never based on
gender or other attributes.

We are committed to inclusive
leadership, where our management
ensures that our people are
empowered to be their best,
professionally and personally. We will
integrate our diversity and inclusion
policy into leadership and senior
management development training.

EQUAL ACCESS TO
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

We aim to create equal access to
career opportunities regardless of
social identity. Only by acknowledging
and harvesting from different
perspectives and experiences, will
we gain a competitive advantage
and leverage the effect of diversity
for business growth. This requires
a focus on equal opportunity
throughout the organization.

DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES,
EXPERIENCE AND
BACKGROUND

We want to attract, develop, and retain
people with different perspectives,
experiences, and backgrounds as we
believe that only with a broad and
diverse workforce, we can achieve
our strategic goals. Any recruitment,
hiring and selection will be based on
the principles of this policy and will be
visible in our recruitment activities.
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EMPLOYEE
GENDER DIVERSITY
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246

130

employees

Administrative & support staff

employees
Development team
Finance team

377

383

Operations

employees
in 2020

employees
in 2019

Senior management

2020

1.21
0.96
0.82
0.89
0.97

1.23
1.00
0.85
0.89
0.98

OUR CUSTOMERS

OUR PLACES

Our ambition is to have a diverse representation amongst
every level of our organization including our Board of
Directors and our Group Executive Management Team
in terms of work experience, culture, experience, and
gender. We select our senior members based on relevant
competencies, taking into consideration the benefits of
diversity. The Board of Directors consists of 5 male and 1
female board member, a ratio of 84% male and 16% female.
The Group Executive Management team consists of 5 male
and 1 female member. The male to female ratio here is also
84% male and 16% female. Our female Deputy CEO Poland

GENDER PAY RATIO
ratio of average base salary (female to male)

2019

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

49%

female
managers

female
managers

2019

2020

317

2019

336

2020
Indefinite contract

2.9
%
absentee rate
1,538

0

0

NUMBER OF
INJURIES

NUMBER OF
FATALITIES

0.7
%
absentee rate

2.1%

total rate

205

Total number of illness (working) days

1

NEW HIRES AND
TURNOVER IN 2020

41

35

Definite contract

Employees that left

15.2%

14.4
%
turnover rate
20

turnover rate

39

female board
member

14.6%

total turnover

Employees that joined

GROUP EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT

15

84% male
16% female

48

EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE
APPRAISALS

TOTAL NUMBER
OF TRAINING HOURS

AVERAGE TRAINING
HOURS PER EMPLOYEE

TOTAL AMOUNT (€)
SPENT ON TRAINING

employees that have received

9,238

24.12

236,014

IN 2019

IN 2019

IN 2019

93.0%

94.4%

8,988

23.80

106,598

IN 2019

IN 2020

IN 2020

IN 2020

IN 2020
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More information on the composition of our
Board of Directors and Group Executive

We monitor our progress on diversity within our company
continuously including age categories, female to male
management ratio’s, gender pay ratio’s. These results are
reported regularly to the Group Executive Management team
and annually to the Board of Directors. The final responsibility
for the diversity and inclusion policy lies at the Director HR,
who directly reports to the group CFO.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

board
5 male
members

66

a performance evaluation

was appointed as Group Managing Director Residential and
became a member of the Group Executive Management
team in 2021. We promoted our female Group Controller to
the position of Deputy Group CFO in 2021. Our most senior
management level in Czech Republic/Slovakia consists of
67% male and 33% female managers. In Russia, this is 50%
male and 50% female.

website: www.aere.com
EMPLOYEE HEALTH
& SAFETY IN 2020

48%

GRI INDEX

Management team can be found on our

247
employees

137

employees

OUR PEOPLE

COUNTRY SENIOR MANAGEMENT

67%

33%
Czech Republic/ Slovakia

50%

Russia

50%

Employee volunteering
Atrium highly values the importance of supporting
the communities that we operate in. Our employee
volunteering program consists of several activities that
are being organized by our local teams in all our regions.
Activities range from organizing community events in our
shopping centres, such as job fairs and teaching classes
to support to local initiatives and charities. Volunteering
takes place during work time and ranges from 1 to 2 days
per employee per year.
Due to the COVID-19 crisis, most of our volunteering
activities were postponed. However, several new initiatives
sprouted, such as collecting clothing for shelters and
donating money to charities. We hope to continue our
volunteering program in 2021, as we strongly believe that
giving something back to the communities we live and work
in is an important part of making the world a better place.
Read more about how we support the local communities in
the Atrium Community Engagement Program.
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Compliance policies and procedures
Trust and transparency are at the core of our business.
Atrium’s compliance policies and procedures contain
essential guidelines and rules on how Atrium wants to
do business and how all employees should act with each
other and with stakeholders. Each employee and executive
are encouraged to report any (suspected) breaches or
violations against the Code of Ethics or other governance
policies and a secure external email address is available
for these reporting purposes. Any events will be handled
following the applicable data protection and other
regulations. In 2020, no breaches against the Code of
Conduct were reported.
Bribery & corruption
Part of our compliance policies is our Code of Business
Conduct and Ethics in which anti-bribery and corruption is
covered. All Directors, Officers and employees are forbidden
to bribe government officials or any other person to obtain
business or a business advantage for the Atrium Group.
Included are also clauses that cover dealing with gifts,
facility payments and other means that are considered as
unfair dealings. Our Procurement policy also includes similar
clauses. These policies also describe how and where to
report any (suspected) unethical and/or fraudulent behaviour,
either through our internal Compliance Officer or through our
Whistle-blower procedure.
All employees are requested to complete mandatory
compliance training annually, consisting of the abovementioned policies. The training is concluded by a test that
employees need to pass. All policies and training are available
in English and in the local language in our regions. The
training results are annually reported to our Group Executive
Management team and to the Audit Committee, as part
of the Board of Directors. In 2020 100% of our employees
completed the training with a positive test result.
The Company’s Audit Committee quarterly receives an
overview of any reported incidents and annually an overview
of the compliance training results. In 2020 no incidents
against our compliance policies were reported to the Audit
Committee. For more information on on our compliance
policies, go to our website: www.aere.com
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Ethical organization
“Trust comes on foot but leaves on horseback”; an old Dutch
saying that Atrium values highly. Following laws and external
regulations is essential to our business. Equally important is our
employees embodying our values of integrity and transparency
in their profession and in dealing with external organizations,
people, and colleagues.

OUR COMPLIANCE FRAMEWORK
CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING POLICIES,
AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE:

Code of Conduct
Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
Whistleblower policy
Procurement policy and
Sustainable Procurement policy.

Human rights
Our employees are of great value and the key to our success.
At Atrium we ensure a workplace where employees can fulfil
their potential in an open and inspiring work environment. We
maintain a strong commitment to high standards that deliver
a fair, respectable, and safe workplace for all employees in
Atrium Group. Our Labour and Human rights policy is in line
with global standards and is based on the International Bill
of Human Rights (consisting of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights) and the principles concerning
fundamental rights set out in the International Labour
Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work. Where national law and international human
rights standards differ, we will follow the higher standard;
where they are in conflict, we will adhere to national law, while
seeking ways to respect international human rights to the
greatest extent possible.
The same human rights principles are applicable for the
suppliers we work with. In 2020 we have developed and
rolled out the Atrium Sustainable Procurement Policy which
outlines the expectations on our supply chain, enforcing
compliance and respecting of human rights for all direct and
indirect business activities.
Atrium Reduta | Warsaw, Poland
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GRI CONTENT INDEX
GRI

DESCRIPTION

PAGE NUMBER(S), URL(S), AND/OR RESPONSE

GRI 102: GENERAL DISCLOSURE
102: ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE

DESCRIPTION

PAGE NUMBER(S), URL(S), AND/OR RESPONSE

102-49

Changes in reporting

Page 2

102-50

Reporting period

Page 2

102-1

Name of the organization

Page 4

102-51

Date of most recent report

July 2021

102-2

Activities, brands, products, and services

Pages 4-5

102-52

Reporting cycle

Annually

102-3

Location of headquarters

Back cover of this report

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

102-4

Location of operations

Pages 4-5

102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

Page 2 and 52

102-5

Ownership and legal form

Pages 4-5 and corporate website: https://aere.com/investor-relations/

102-55

GRI content index

Page 52

102-6

Markets served

Pages 4-5

102-56

External assurance

The report has not been externally assured

102-7

Scale of the organization

Pages 4-5, 8 and 12

GRI 200: ECONOMIC ASPECTS

102-8

Information on employees and other workers

Pages 43-51

201: ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

102-9

Supply chain

Pages 27-29

103-1

Management Approach: Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Pages 9 and 10

102-10

Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain

Pages 6, 16-17, 34 and 48

103-2

Management Approach: The management approach and its components

Pages 10 and 11

102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

Pages 16-17

103-3

Management Approach: Evaluation of the management approach

102-12

External initiatives

Page 13

Pages 8 and 27-28. More information about the latest financial
performance, see https://aere.com/financial-result/

102-13

Membership of associations

Page 13

201-1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

Pages 8 and 27-28. More information about the latest financial
performance, see https://aere.com/financial-result/

102: STRATEGY

GRI 300: ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

Pages 6-7

102-15

Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

Page 10

102: ETHICS AND INTEGRITY

302: ENERGY
103-1

Management Approach: Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Pages 9 and 10

302-3
103-2

Energy
intensity
Management
Approach: The management approach and its components

Pages 10
40and
and1141
Pages

102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior

Pages 47 and 50

302-4
103-3

Reduction
of energy
consumption
Management
Approach:
Evaluation of the management approach

Pages 33
40and
and34
41
Pages

102-17

Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics

Page 50

GRI
302-1

DESCRIPTION
Energy consumption within the organization

PAGE 40
NUMBER(S),
URL(S), AND/OR RESPONSE
Pages
and 41

102: GOVERNANCE

303: WATER

102-18

Governance structure

Page 50. For more information,
see https://aere.com/corporate-governance/

102-20

Executive-level responsibility for economic, environmental, and social topics

Page 13

102-21

Consulting stakeholders on economic, environmental, and social topics

Pages 9 and 12

102-22

Composition of the highest governance body and its committees

Page 13. For more information see https://aere.com/board-of-directors/

102-26

Role of highest governance body in setting purpose, values, and strategy

Page 13

102-29

Identifying and managing economic, environmental, and social impacts

Pages 9-10

102-32

Highest governance body’s role in sustainability reporting

Page 13

102: STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
102-40

List of stakeholder groups

Page 12

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

No employees covered by collective bargaining agreements.

102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

Page 9, 10 and 12

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

Page 12

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

Pages 10, 12, 18-29

102: REPORTING PRACTICE
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GRI

102-45

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements

For the latest financial information, see https://aere.com/financial-result/

102-46

Defining report content and topic boundaries

Pages 2, 5, 9 and 10

102-47

List of material topics

Pages 9 and 10

102-48

Restatements of information

Pages 40-41
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103-1

Management Approach: Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Pages 9 and 10

103-2

Management Approach: The management approach and its components

Pages 10 and 11

103-3

Management Approach: Evaluation of the management approach

Pages 38

303-5

Water consumption

Pages 40 and 41

305: EMISSIONS
103-1

Management Approach: Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Pages 9 and 10

103-2

Management Approach: The management approach and its components

Pages 10 and 11

103-3

Management Approach: Evaluation of the management approach

Pages 31-33

305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

Pages 40 and 41

305-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

Pages 40 and 41

305-4

GHG emissions intensity

Pages 40 and 41

305-5

Reduction of GHG emissions

Pages 40 and 41

306: EFFLUENT AND WASTE
103-1

Management Approach: Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Pages 9 and 10

103-2

Management Approach: The management approach and its components

Pages 10 and 11

103-3

Management Approach: Evaluation of the management approach

Page 38

306-2

Waste by type and disposal method

Pages 40 and 41
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GRI 400: SOCIAL ASPECTS
401: EMPLOYMENT
103-1

Management Approach: Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Pages 9 and 10

103-2

Management Approach: The management approach and its components

Pages 10 and 11

103-3

Management Approach: Evaluation of the management approach

Pages 42-48

401-1

New employee hires and employee turnover

Page 48

GRI

DESCRIPTION

PAGE NUMBER(S), URL(S), AND/OR RESPONSE

404: TRAINING AND EDUCATION
103-1

Management Approach: Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Pages 9 and 10

103-2

Management Approach: The management approach and its components

Pages 10 and 11

103-3

Management Approach: Evaluation of the management approach

Page 45

404-1

Average hours of training per year per employee (focused personal and professional
development hours)

Page 48

405: DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
103-1

Management Approach: Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Pages 9 and 10

103-2

Management Approach: The management approach and its components

Pages 10 and 11

103-3

Management Approach: Evaluation of the management approach

Pages 47-49

405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

Pages 45 and 49

405-2

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

Page 48

413: LOCAL COMMUNITIES
103-1

Management Approach: Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Pages 9 and 10

103-2

Management Approach: The management approach and its components

Pages 10 and 11

103-3

Management Approach: Evaluation of the management approach

Pages 16-25, 27-29 and 39

413-1

Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, and development
programs

Pages 16-25, 27-29 and 39

413-2

Operations with significant actual and potential negative impacts on local communities

See pages 16-17 and 27-29

DISCLAIMER
This document has been prepared by Atrium (the “Company”). This document is not to be reproduced nor distributed, in whole or in part, by any person other than the Company. The Company takes no
responsibility for the use of these materials by any person.
The information contained in this document has not been subject to independent verification and no representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be
placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or opinions contained herein. None of the Company, its shareholders, its advisors or representatives nor any other person
shall have any liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this document.
This document does not constitute an offer to sell or an invitation or solicitation of an offer to subscribe for or purchase any securities, and this shall not form the basis for or be used for any such offer or
invitation or other contract or engagement in any jurisdiction.
This document includes statements that are, or may be deemed to be, “forward looking statements”. These forward looking statements can be identified by the use of forward looking terminology, including
the terms “believes”, “estimates”, “anticipates”, “expects”, “intends”, “may”, “will” or “should” or, in each case their negative or other variations or comparable terminology. These forward looking statements
include all matters that are not historical facts. They appear in a number of places throughout this document and include statements regarding the intentions, beliefs or current expectations of the Company.
By their nature, forward looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. Forward looking statements
are not guarantees of future performance. You should assume that the information appearing in this document is up to date only as of the date of this document. The business, financial condition, results of
operations and prospects of the Company may change. Except as required by law, the Company do not undertake any obligation to update any forward looking statements, even though the situation of the
Company may change in the future.
All of the information presented in this document, and particularly the forward looking statements, are qualified by these cautionary statements. You should read this document and the documents available
for inspection completely and with the understanding that actual future results of the Company may be materially different from what the Company expects.
This report has been presented in € and €m’s. Certain totals and change movements are impacted by the effect of rounding.
© 2021 Atrium
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